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iOS 13 is Apple's newest operating system for iPhones and iPads. ... iOS 13 marks a huge overhaul .... This hidden iOS 13
feature is so useful, so why has it taken Apple so long to add it? ... As Apple's grand new platform, iOS 13 has some neat little
upgrades that I .... Apple's Reminders app gets a massive update in iPadOS and iOS 13. It's no longer a joke app that needs a
million taps just to set a notification time on your ... In fact, let's take a look at the new Reminders settings, compared to those
in iOS 12: ... So, the new Reminders app is awesome, and Siri just got a huge level-up.. As Apple's grand new platform, iOS 13
has some neat little upgrades that I've been enjoying on the new phones: rounded corners for the on-screen volume bar, greater
control over which apps are using your location and the ability to pair a games controller with your phone.. Dark Mode, Sign in
with Apple and revamped Photos app make it well worth the update. ... Get iOS 13 for welcome new features like Dark Mode
and Sign In with Apple ... iOS 13 works on the iPhone 6s and later, as well as the iPhone SE and ... You used to take care of that
by long-pressing on an app until it .... Apple's stellar iOS 13 mobile OS brings new visuals and new privacy features to ... are so
feature-packed at this point, so what else can their developers possibly add? ... Perhaps most important among the changes are
new privacy features that are ... Hiding in plain sight is a new feature on the Apple keyboard: QuickPath.. Track Your Lost
iPhone, iPad, or Mac Even When Its Offline — As Long. Visit ... This hidden iOS 13 feature is so useful, so why has it taken
Apple so. Open.. The latest features and enhancements, app updates, and more in iOS 13 for ... documents, and receipts are
identified and hidden, so you see only your best shots. ... Photos will automatically extend the video when you have Live Photos
taken ... Add shading to the edges of your photo to highlight a powerful moment using .... Here's the official list of devices that
will run iOS 13 and iPadOS 13: ... At long last, Apple has added the capability, letting you trace a word to spell it out. ...
Naturally, it can take time to discover hidden features, so right now our ... and apps without your having to add your email
address, which Apple says will .... key To put the keyboard back together, either drag the Hide Keyboard down, ... Contrary to
Apple's marketing, this isn't an iPad-specific feature, as I explain in .... Use these tricks in Apple's new iOS 13 iPhone update to
get the most out of your iPhone. ... Some of them are hidden, so it's just a matter of knowing where to look. ... This is useful if
you're traveling with someone and you want to share ... Long press in Control Center to connect to a specific Wi-Fi network..
iOS 13 comes with a number of new features (yey dark mode), along with some ... So whether you got the iPhone 11, or either
the 11 Pro or 11 Pro Max, ... Either long press on an app and tap “rearrange apps” in the pop up menu, ... To take a so-called
Slofie, switch to the Slow Mo option in the camera app .... Read on as we roundup the best iOS 13 and iPadOS 13 features. ...
iOS 13 includes support for Apple Arcade, which launched to beta testers earlier this week. ... while screenshots and duplicate
photos are also hidden to reduce clutter. ... include “On this Day” for surfacing images taken in prior years, smart .... Digital
Trends has taken an in-depth look at iOS 13 from multiple ... and robocall control as well as its numerous new Photo app
features. ... Yes, there are many more hidden features that Apple has brought to the new operating system. ... Now, all you need
to do is long-press on the network icon to get the .... Here, then, is a treasure map to the hidden gems of iOS 13. ... The feature
is intended for disabled iPhone fans. But it's so complete, easy, and fast, it might appeal to other kinds of people, too: those
whose ... You can “use your fingers” by saying, “Tap Reply,” “long-press Mail,” “swipe up,” “scroll down,” .... Apple's iOS 13 is
packed full of features that change the apps you use every ... settings menus, searching for big features and smaller, hidden
tweaks most ... a new Photos app, iPadOS — but there are also more subtle, equally important tweaks. ... Given that dark modes
in apps are already so popular, I'm optimistic this will .... iOS 13 is here: 13 hidden ways Apple's software can breathe life into
your older iPhone ... to do to add features and breathe new life into your current iPhone. ... And taken as a whole iOS 13
represents a pretty vast upgrade, and I see little ... Most useful of all: You'll no longer have to go to settings to scan for .... iOS
13 includes some powerful hidden text-editing gestures. ... This option has been here for a long time, but in iOS 13, Apple has
finally ... and sunset, just as you can enable Night Shift at sunset and disable it at sunrise. ... You can enable the feature under
Settings > Phone > Silence Unknown Callers.. Here's a curated selection of some of the better iOS 13 tips for mobile ... Apple
says iOS 13 is now installed on more than half of the world's ... app and look for the "Share ETA" item above the words Add
Person. ... Hidden iOS 13 talents ... a location, so long as the location is named in your Contacts book.. Apple iOS 13 has many
great secret features for your iPhone hiding just ... Unfortunately, the release suffers from serious problems so do not upgrade
right now. ... tabs as bookmarks and, in Settings, set up a long press of the tabs icon to ... Screenshots - when you take a
screenshot in Safari and open the ... 640313382f 
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